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As I talked yesterday, before starting the Diamond Sutra it is very important to know the 

history of Shakamuni Buddha, who was said to be the creator of Buddhism.  Then, as I said also, 

young Shakamuni Buddha called Siddhartha, already in his youth, experienced the muni 

experience.  Muni, that is Sanskrit, means to condense everything.  The whole universe is 

condensed into one point and this is called muni.  So the condensation of all the things, all the 

existences, this muni is translated into Chinese as the complete silence or the saint stage. So, later

Buddhist disciples called him Shaka , but saint or experience of great silence, came from Shaka 

Clan, therefore, Shaka  So, the great silence or sacred is because every being is condensed into 

one point. Therefore, this is most important experience.  

This muni , the condensation of all the things is also called the origin, because from this 

one point, it starts up for everything.  So, the origin and this origin the concept is first attained by

Shakamuni.  So, this mun,i the condensation of everything means all the universe, because this 

condensed point is realized into the universe and this is the transmitted in Tathagata Zen.  And 

this muni point is not a fixed point, but this means crystallized activity of condensation.  So, to 

analyze this muni then because muni is the condensing activity of all the things, and because 

expand to the universe therefore this is called …(sentence not finished) So, the ultimate 

condensation of muni is also the realization of the great universe.  Then the flowers, trees 

mountains, people in suffering, people in joy, all those things are included in the universe and the

universe is the full embracing body realization of all the things. 

Then the beings like a flower, suffered person, according to the activity of the universe, it

appears as a human body, but it is also contracted into one point, then it is disappearing of the 

existence.  So, it is born and dies. The process of repetitious cycle of coming into being and 

disappearing from being.  Great Universe, that is the same as one point, and in the process of 

appearing and disappearing, two opposing activities, all the beings are included.  This is 

transmitted in Tathagata Zen. 
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For the first time of practicing Zen, this kind of thing sounds quite remote.  But, in order 

muni to start your practice, he has realized the principle of muni, and so, the young Buddha 

called at the time Siddhartha, already he has obtained the wisdom to see the world is same as 

muni, sacred or great silence. And so Tathagata Zen teaches that young Siddhartha already 

attained the wisdom to see the muni activity, which is appearing and disappearing, two opposing 

activities also called life activity and death. And he also realized it, he become one with the 

activity. So, this is the contemplation you should concentrate in your practice.     And he tried to 

realize it, not only seeing. is understanding should be your approaching point to the starting of 

your practice of Zen.

So, I used life and death activities, like appearing and disappearing, many descriptions is 

possible to describe the activity.  So, the simplest way of explaining life is because the beings 

encountered with appearing life activity; that means to keep life.  But, life activity is just one 

side, it is not the completed activity.  So, the death activity following must also be encountered.  

Therefore, the life and death, both are necessary conditions for to be born

So come into life, that is encountering activity, but this is just one side. Therefore, the 

complete birth means the birth existence is also embracing death activity.  Tathagata, quite often 

referred as a Buddha and the word translated into English, “thus come, thus go.”  So there is two 

opposing activities of life and death, and young Shakamuni has already gotten and realized muni 

realization, so he called this basic, very fundamental activities of two opposing natures, as 

Tathagata, “thus come, thus go.”

So, Tathagata activity is to be born, life activity.  And the other opposing activity 

is death activity. So, completely against to tatha-gata activity, that is called tatha-agata. So, tatha-

gata and tatha-agata are both united, both experienced, then the appearing stage is muni, or great 

silence, and this is the experience by Siddhartha.   So, unification activity means where tatha-

gata and tatha-agata activity means where they are completely amalgamated and lose own 

personalities.  Therefore, it is unification.   So, Tathagata Zen repeatedly teaches this point that 

the tatha-gata activities of life, and the tatha-agata activities of death are both completely united. 

That is the realization of muni, the great silence, the sacred.  And also, this great silence is named

as Tathagata.  This Tathagata is the synthesis of tathagata activity and agata activity, the same 

pronunciation as Tathagata.
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Then the unification of muni, where tatha-gata and tatha-agata own natures are already 

disappearing, melted into the unification.  So, that means melting away of life and death 

activities means all the beings in between, all the existence in between of condensation to the 

ultimate, largest cosmos.  All the beings are also melted away.  Therefore, muni condensation is 

called Sunya, Emptiness, The status of Sunya is Sunyata.   Therefore the teaching of Buddhism 

says that this universe is the realization of Sunya.  Usually when you use, ”empty,” that is empty 

of anything else.  Yet in Buddhism, emptiness means, all the condensation, muni stage.  

Therefore, the muni stage, completely difference from thin emptiness, muni, subject or object are

also melted away, the muni stage.  So, of you take tathagata activity as object, then tatha-agata 

activity becomes subject and both of them are melted away; there is no object, no subject, that is 

emptiness. The subject and object are melted away.  That means that subject and object are 

melted away.  That means that subject loses its original nature, object also loses its quality.  Both

are completely losing own nature. 

Then, in place of subject and object, we apply for the human world, then this world is 

made of female and male.  So, the most understandable way is male in an expansion activity, 

female in a contraction activity.  So, unification means male function, female function are both 

losing own nature, and that is the muni realization, also called to be completed.  Therefore, 

completion is consisted of losing own natures.  Both contradicting activities and therefore it is 

expressed as zero.  And this is the origin of all the things.  But the origin doesn’t exist as origin.  

It is the result of the activity, so Sunyata, or Tathagata activity creates origin.  And also Sunyata 

activity is the activity of emptiness and to empty own existence is extremely hard thing for 

human beings to try to do. Because human beings are, as you know, consisted of “I am, I am”.  It

is not only human beings, but all the beings has to survive insisting, “I am, I am.”

So, men and women both are the human beings claim, “ I am, I am.” And  “I am being is 

manifesting the life activity or the death activity, expansion or contraction.  And, Also you have 

to remember that there is nothing else than these two opposing activities.  Nothing else.

So, expansion process is “I am”. Also, contracting process is  “I am.” The origin, the 

extremity of the condensation, there is nothing.  Therefore, there is no space for ,”Iam”. So, the 

origin, that is all the amalgamation, there is no “I am”, but that is not the static stage, therefore, 

in application way it carries plus and minus, or life and death activities.  When they are 
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completely united there is no nature involved, but when it starts moving, the two opposing 

activities  regains own nature, yet there is not yet “I am” existence there.

So, the teaching of Buddhism is quite unique in that the two fundamental activities have 

own nature of expansion and contraction, and sometimes they show their own activity to expand,

or to contract to the origin.  But, this movement, activities are done without will, without desire. 

So, the viewpoint is quite different from ordinary sense, because here it is will-less.  

There is no will of the activity.   And this is through the process of wondering of young 

Siddhartha.  He experienced things that he developed own theory of understanding the world.  

And as the result, he had to base on the two opposing activities, which have no will.  Then the 

great question arises here.  These activities are done without will.  Who is it to see and talk about

that activity?  So, this recognition or appreciation is done by your own self.  Nothing can do, so 

the self that is one of the existing beings, recognizes this fundamental principle.  So, the second 

phase of the question is, how does the self doubting or thinking of the universe?  On what 

process does self appears?  

Shakamuni taught to his disciples that he experience muni.  This experience of muni, 

great silence or sacred stage, cannot last.  That experience is just a very short distance.  So as he 

continues the teaching, he experiences the muni stage, but these two opposing activities he 

founded as the basic of the world cannot stay into one spot.  The nature of activities, therefore, to

move forward.  So, once unification brings muni stage, yet the activity doesn’t stay into one spot 

and it moves again.  Then the two opposing activities start showing their own nature they start to 

separate. So, the two opposing activities show won nature Then the expansion and contraction 

moves into the opposite direction and this brings distanced in between.

I have been talking about this point probably over a thousand times and yet I see that it is 

very hard for you to grasp it So, Tathagata Zen has to emphasize the importance for you.  The 

distance is now appearing.  What is it and how it comes into existence and you have to 

contemplate, through your practice and obtain.  So, in order to clarify the theory, that requires 

your contemplation.  Contemplation on that, then that brings you the wisdom to see thing in the 

light.

The time is up.

The End
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